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Greek Identity in the Western MediterraneanPapers in
Honour of Brian SheftonBRILL
Impelling Spirit is a book about Jesuit spirituality as seen
in its origins. As such it responds to the challenge of
Vatican II that the appropriate renewal of religious life
demands a return to the sources of Christian life and the
spirit and aims of the founders of an institute. The
instrument the author employs is a 1539 document
Ignatius and his companions drafted for Pope Paul III as
an apostolic letter addressed to themselves; this
document - long neglected and largely unknown - clearly
reveals how they understood themselves and their way
of life. It demonstrates that the spirit and aims of the
Society, though radical in 1539, were also deeply rooted
in the Christian tradition.
DIVExplores the treatment and image of the black
female or "Black Venus" as seen in early 19th French
literature./div
The transnational and diasporic dimensions of early
Chinese migrant politics opened in the late nineteenth
century when Chinese radical groups bent on
overthrowing the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) vied with
one another to win Chinese overseas to their
modernizing projects, and immigrants who had suffered
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discrimination welcomed their proposals. The radicals’
concentration on Chinese communities abroad as
outposts of Chinese politics and culture strengthened the
stereotype of Chinese as clannish, unassimilable,
xenophobic, and deeply introverted. This book argues
that such a view has its roots less in historical truth than
in political and ideological prejudice and obscures a rich
vein of internationalist practice in Chinese migrant or
diasporic history, which the study aims to restore to
visibility. In some cases, internationalist alliances sprang
from the spontaneous perception by Chinese and other
non-Chinese migrants or local workers of shared
problems and common solutions in everyday life and
work. At other times, they emerged from under the
umbrella of transnationalism, when Chinese nationalist
and anti-imperialist activists overseas received support
for their campaigns from local internationalists; or the
alliances were the product of nurturing by Chinese or
non-Chinese political organizers, including anarchists,
communists, and members of internationalist cultural
movements like Esperantism. Based on sources in a
dozen languages, and telling hitherto largely unknown or
forgotten stories of Chinese migrant experiences in
Russia, Germany, Cuba, Spain and Australia, this study
will appeal to students and scholars of Chinese history,
labour studies and ethnic/migration studies alike.
In this magical novel a count from Milan stumbles upon a
desolate community of lost noblemen on an uncharted
island off the coast of Portugal. When he discovers, to
his astonishment, that their ill-treated servant is in fact a
maiden iguana, and then proceeds to fall in love with her,
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the reader is given a fantastic tale of tragic love and
delusion that ranks among the most affecting in
contemporary literature. "The reptilian servant is only the
first in a series of fantastic touches that tansform the
narrative into a satiric fable dense with the echoes of
Shakespeare's 'Tempest' and Kafka's 'Metamorphosis.' .
. . The Iguana is a superb performance.""€"New York
Times Book Review
A leading Chinese liberal examines the sources of
China's social and political problems while tracing the
reforms and struggles he believes have led to today's
mass depoliticization, calling for alternatives to both
China's capitalist trajectory and its authoritarian past.
This edited collection of essays examines the history of
autobiography from 1600 to 1800.
The Church of Solitude tells the story of Maria Concezione, a
young Sardinian seamstress living with breast cancer at the
cusp of the twentieth century. Overwhelmed by the shame of
her diagnosis, she decides that no one can know what has
happened to her, but the heavy burden of this secrecy
changes her life in dramatic ways and almost causes the
destruction of several people in her life. This surprising novel
paints the portrait of a woman facing the unknown with
courage, faith, and self-reliance, and is the last and most
autobiographical work of Grazia Deledda, who died of breast
cancer in 1936, shortly after its publication. An afterword by
the translator offers additional information on the author and
examines the social and historical environment of that time.
In this important volume, Graziella Parati examines the ways
in which Italian women writers articulate their identities
through autobiography - a public act that is also the creation
of a private life. Considering autobiographical writings by five
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women writers from the seventeenth century to the present,
Parati draws important connections between self-writing and
the debate over women's roles, both traditional and
transgressive. Parati considers the first prose autobiography
written by an Italian woman - Camilla Faa Gonzaga's 1622
memoir - as her beginning point, citing it as a central "pretext". Parati then examines the autobiographies of Enif
Robert, Fausta Cialente, Rita Levi Montalcini, and Luisa
Passerini. Through her discussion of these women's writings,
she demonstrates the complex negotiations over identity
contained within them, negotiations that challenge
dichotomies between male and female, maternal and
paternal, and private and public. Public History, Private
Stories is a compelling exploration of the disparate identities
created by these women through the act of writing
autobiography.
Un best-seller di fine ottocento. Nello scenario di Napoli e
della sua periferia De Marchi colloca la storia di un delitto. I
due protagonisti, U barone e U prevete, sono entrambi esseri
abbietti: l'assassino è il barone Carlo Coriolano di
Santafusca, un nobile decaduto vizioso, dissoluto e dedito
alle pratiche più immorali accennate, sia pure piuttosto
pudicamente, nel capitolo intitolato "L'orgia" dove, tra l’altro,
si legge che l’ "onda bionda e spumosa" della Sciampagna
"spruzzò i seni delle ragazze" e dove "donne sdraiate e
seminude [...] fumavano le loro sigarette"; ma oltre a ciò il
nobile libertino è anche un darwiniano e acceso materialista,
ma anche forte del suo privilegiato ruolo sociale per ritenersi
al di sopra della giustizia e delle leggi dello stato.
L'assassinato invece è don Cirillo, un prete ricchissimo grazie
al lotto e all'usura, pure chiacchierato perché i numeri giusti
per vincere al lotto li dà alla bella moglie del cappellaio...
Sono in scena, insomma, due squallidi personaggi che
rappresentano il peggio della nobiltà e della chiesa, gli istinti
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più meschini e sfrenati.
This book examines the Accademia degli Arcadi in its heyday,
a little known phenomenon in Italian history in the first part of
the eighteenth century. The Roman academy aimed for a
peninsula-wide cultural renewal induced by literary reform.
Operating within a papal-court society, it eschewed extant
patronage systems and social hierarchies and introduced
enlightened ideas to its members. By about 1730, the Arcadi
was on the wane, the reform largely unmet. It was an easy
target for critics, both its proponents and opponents, in part
because of the visible role it assigned to women. By attending
to the institution's policies, this book provides a rich
understanding of the Arcadi's goals. It locates the
organization's interest in theater, including the physical
environment of the theatrical drama, as central to its
operations.
Originally published in 1964, The Sonnets by Ted Berrigan is
considered by many to be his most important and influential
book. This new annotated edition, with an introduction by
Alice Notley, includes seven previously uncollected works.
Like Shakespeare's sonnets, Berrigan's poems involve
friendship and love triangles, but while the former happen
chronologically, Berrigan's happen in the moment, with the
story buried beneath a surface of names, repetitions, and
fragmented experience. Reflecting the new American
sensibilities of the 1960's as well as timeless poetic themes,
The Sonnets is both eclectic and classical — the poems are
monumental riddles worth contemplating.

Eighteenth-century England witnessed a convergence of
three phenomena that link together genre, class, and
gender: the conceptualization of 'autobiography' as a
recognizable set of practices, distinct from other kinds of
writing; the use of autobiography as a technology of the
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middle-class self; and the assertion of a female identity
in public print. It is the intersection of these practices in
the autobiographical subject that is the focus of this
book.
This collection of essays, in honour of Professor B.B.
Shefton, provides an innovative exploration of the culture
of the Greek colonies of the Western Mediterranean,
their relations with their non-Greek neigbours, and the
evolution of distinctive regional identities.
Historical Dictionary of Catholicism, Third Edition
contains a chronology, an introduction, a bibliography,
the dictionary has more than 500 cross-referenced
entries on themes such as baptism, contraception, labor,
church architecture, the sexual abuse crisis, doctrine and
theology, spirituality and worship, and church structure.
Popular images of women were everywhere in
revolutionary France. Although women's political
participation was curtailed, female allegories of liberty,
justice, and the republic played a crucial role in the
passage from old regime to modern society. In her
lavishly illustrated and gracefully written book, Joan B.
Landes explores this paradox within the workings of
revolutionary visual culture and traces the interaction
between pictorial and textual political arguments. Landes
highlights the widespread circulation of images of the
female body, notwithstanding the political leadership's
suspicions of the dangers of feminine influence and the
seductions of visual imagery. The use of caricatures and
allegories contributed to the destruction of the
masculinized images of hierarchic absolutism and to
forging new roles for men and women in both the
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intimate and public arenas. Landes tells the fascinating
story of how the depiction of the nation as a desirable
female body worked to eroticize patriotism and to bind
male subjects to the nation-state. Despite their political
subordination, women too were invited to identify with
the project of nationalism. Recent views of the French
Revolution have emphasized linguistic concerns; in
contrast, Landes stresses the role of visual cognition in
fashioning ideas of nationalism and citizenship. Her book
demonstrates as well that the image is often a site of
contestation, as individual viewers may respond to it in
unexpected, even subversive, ways.
Poetry. First published in 1977, Ronald Johnson's RADI
OS revises the first four books of Paradise Lost by
excising words, discovering a modern and visionary
poem within the seventeenth-century text. As the author
explains, "To etch is 'to cut away,' and each page, as in
Blake's concept of a book, is a single picture." With God
and Satan crossed out, RADI OS reduces Milton's
Baroque poem to elemental forces. In this retelling of the
Fall, song precipitates from chaos, sight from fire: "in the
shape / as of / above the / rose / through / rose / rising /
the radiant sun."
The little-known writings that Erica Harth examines here
reveal a remarkable chapter in the history of Western
thought. Drawing upon current theoretical work in gender
studies, cultural history, and literary criticism, Harth looks
at how women in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
France attempted to overcome gender barriers and
participated in the shaping of rational discourse.
This volume provides a fresh and dynamic account of
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Early Modern Italy, covering such themes as politics,
Italy's experience of the absolutist state, the CounterReformation, society and economy in both town and
country, family and gender, the arts and intellectual life,
popular culture, and Italy's distinctive role in Europe.
The Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction covers
British and American crime fiction from the eighteenth
century to the end of the twentieth. As well as discussing
the detective fiction of writers like Arthur Conan Doyle,
Agatha Christie and Raymond Chandler, it considers
other kinds of fiction where crime plays a substantial
part, such as the thriller and spy fiction. It also includes
chapters on the treatment of crime in eighteenth-century
literature, French and Victorian fiction, women and black
detectives, crime on film and TV, police fiction and
postmodernist uses of the detective form. The collection,
by an international team of established specialists, offers
students invaluable reference material including a
chronology and guides to further reading. The volume
aims to ensure that its readers will be grounded in the
history of crime fiction and its critical reception.
DIVAn historical analysis of how the Chinese constructed
their understandings of their place in the world in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries./div
When Louis XVIII returned to the throne in 1814, and
again in 1815, France embarked upon a period of
uneasy cohabitation between the old and the new. The
writers of the age, who included Chateaubriand,
Stendhal, Balzac, and Mme de Duras, agreed that they
lived at a historical turning point, a transitional moment
whose outcome, though still uncertain, would transform
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the French way of life—beginning with the French way of
love. The literary works of the Bourbon Restoration
ceaselessly return to the themes of love, sex, and
marriage, partly as vital cultural questions in their own
right, but also as a means of critiquing the deficiencies of
past regimes, negotiating the politics of the present, and
imagining the shape of the political future. In the
literature of the Restoration, love and politics become
entwined in a mutually metaphorical embrace. The
Amorous Restoration, the first book in English devoted to
literary and cultural life under the last Bourbon kings,
considers this relationship in all its richness and many
contradictions. Long neglected as a drab historical
backwater, the Restoration emerges here as a vibrant
era, one rife with sharp cultural and political
disagreements, and possessed of an especially refined
sense of allusion, discretion, and even humour. Drawing
on literature, journalism, political writing, life writing, and
gossip, The Amorous Restoration vividly recreates the
erotic sensibilities of a pivotal moment in the transition
from an amorous old regime to erotic—and
political—modernity.
Challenging many of the conclusions of recent
historiography, including the depiction of salonnières as
influential power brokers, French Salons offers an
original, penetrating, and engaging analysis of elite
culture and society in France before, during, and after
the Revolution.
Strong Voices, Weak History presents the first
comparative history of major medieval and Renaissance
European women writers in their relationship to national
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canons of literature. Challenging the notion of an
oppressive patriarchy that discouraged women from
writing and publishing, the fifteen essays collected here
examine women's participation in fashionable male
literary modes, trace their creation of female canons, and
explore the history of their reception, from the fifteenth
century to the present.
In early modern Europe, ideas about nature, God, demons
and occult forces were inextricably connected and much ink
and blood was spilled in arguments over the characteristics
and boundaries of nature and the supernatural. Seitz uses
records of Inquisition witchcraft trials in Venice to uncover
how individuals across society, from servants to aristocrats,
understood these two fundamental categories. Others have
examined this issue from the points of view of religious
history, the history of science and medicine, or the history of
witchcraft alone, but this work brings these sub-fields together
to illuminate comprehensively the complex forces shaping
early modern beliefs.
Based on manuscripts from the once inaccessible former
Jesuit library of Zikawei in Shanghai, this book breaks new
ground in focusing on the generation that followed Matteo
Ricci and other luminaries of the early China mission.
Unusual in its coverage of both Jesuits and their Chinese
literati converts, The Forgotten Christians of Hangzhou traces
the development of the Christian presence in seventeenth
century Hangzhou through the work of Jesuit fathers Martino
Martini and Prospero Intorcetta, and Confucian scholar Zhang
Xingyao, whose struggle to demonstrate the compatibility of
Neo-Confucianism with the "Lord of Heaven Teaching from
the Far West" forms the focus of D. E. Mungello's penetrating
study. Zhang and his fellow literati converts were in almost all
respects highly orthodox Confucians who nevertheless
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regarded Christianity as complementary to, and in some
respects transcending, Confucianism. Their search for an
intellectual blending of the two religions shows that, contrary
to important recent studies, Christianity was inculturated into
seventeenth-century China far more than has been realized.
Prior to their dissolution at the hands of a hostile imperial
government a century later, the Hangzhou Christians had
built one of the most beautiful churches in East Asia, a
seminary for training young Chinese priests, a library and
printing center, and a Jesuit cemetery. The church and
cemetery have since been reopened and the works of
Hangzhou Christians are preserved in libraries in Shanghai,
Beijing, and Paris. These architectural and literary
monuments help reconstruct the features of one of China's
most colorful and historical cities and the experiences of
some of her most remarkable inhabitants. The Forgotten
Christians of Hangzhou not only tells us their story but adds a
new dimension to our knowledge of the assimilation of
Christianity by Chinese culture - a process that is still under
way today.
By recognizing the groundbreaking work of many non-Italian
ecocritics, and linking to the homegrown contributions of
Serenella Iovino, Marco Armerio, and Giovanna Ricoveri, the
authors of Ecocritical Approaches to Italian Culture and
Literature: The Denatured Wild, challenge the narrowly
defined conventions of Italian Studies and illuminate the
complexities of an Italian ecocriticism that reveals a rich
environmentally engaged literary and cultural tradition.
The French Revolution transformed the nation's—and
eventually the world's—thinking about citizenship, nationality,
and gender roles. At the same time, it created fundamental
contradictions between citizenship and family as women
acquired new rights and duties but remained dependents
within the household. In The Family and the Nation, Jennifer
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Ngaire Heuer examines the meaning of citizenship during and
after the revolution and the relationship between citizenship
and gender as these ideas and practices were reworked in
the late 1790s and early nineteenth century. Heuer argues
that tensions between family and nation shaped men's and
women's legal and social identities from the Revolution and
Terror through the Restoration. She shows the critical
importance of relating nationality to political citizenship and of
examining the application, not just the creation, of new
categories of membership in the nation. Heuer draws on
diverse historical sources—from political treatises to police
records, immigration reports to court cases—to demonstrate
the extent of revolutionary concern over national citizenship.
This book casts into relief France's evolving attitudes toward
patriotism, immigration, and emigration, and the frequently
opposing demands of family ties and citizenship.
This work provides an introduction to the full-range of NeoThomist writings, and should be of interest to students of
19th- and 20th-century theology and philosophy.
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